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“In a progressive country, change is constant; 
change is inevitable.”

-Benjamin Disraeli

This is another milestone for our Journal, Global 
Medical and Health Communication (GMHC). 
Starting from this volume in August 2018, 
GMHC will only publish in English. This move is 
following our mission to be involved in the global 
arena.1 The best approach is by publishing in one 
of United Nation Language official and working 
languages, and we choose English.

This month is chosen because this month, 
more accurately on August 17, 2018, our 
country celebrates the 73rd anniversary of our 
Independence Day. It is the best moment for us 
to stepping up, to be better at what we do. 

The journal need to reconfiguring itself to 

catch up with the demand of our time.  It has to 
leave its comfortable environment to navigate a 
newer and better way. Challenges face us in every 
direction. Hopefully, with the new approach, 
GMHC will be expanding its level of influence. 

Our gratitude to all researchers, lectures and 
other health practitioners who support us from 
the very beginning by submitting their original 
research articles and also to our reviewers which 
contributed to make GMHC a better journal. 

Let’s embraces our new challenges by prepared 
to think differently.
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